MLA (8th ed., 2016): CITATION EXAMPLES

1. Book

For two authors, reverse only the first author’s name: Weber, Ian, and Carol Wright.

For three or more authors, use this format: Ellis, Nina, et al.

2. Encyclopedia article

3. Anthology


4. Website (entire)

5. Website (section)
6. Google Books: Section
books.google.com/books?id=zLF_sKMUY8C&lpg=PA82#v=onepage&q=poetry&f=false.

7. Twitter
@WSJ. “Economy shows slow growth.” *Twitter*, 12 Aug. 2016, 11:45 a.m.,
www.twitter.com/WSJ/status/718532887830753280.

8. Newspaper article from an online library database

9. Magazine article from an online library database

10. Journal article from an online library database

11. Journal article that was collected in an anthology and later published in a library database
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